
APOGEE190DZ
Double zone ageing and service temperature wine cellar
Prestige range

                 

Capacity: 181 bottles*:
- upper part: 88 bottles
- lower part: 93 bottles

Vinotag compatible**  

Free standing installation

Design: bodyblack door frame

Cooling system: compressor

Type of cold: air moving system

Adjustable temperature ranges of use: 5°C -
20 °C

Electronic regulation

Thermometer with white digital display

White LED lights

Humidity control: natural (hygrodynamy
concept)

1 glass door, anti-UV treated, 3-layers
tempered glass (grey-colored) with lock

A UNIQUE ROUNDED DESIGN
Modern and vintage at the same time, the APOGEE190DZ
aging cellar breaks the codes by concentrating the best
characteristics of both trends. Its rounded shape recalls
the universe of vintage & retro, a real current trend, and
combines perfectly with modern codes to perfect and
distinguish your interior decoration.

TAKE CONTROL OVER YOUR WINES
Equipped with a remote control function, control, from the
Vinotag ® application, the parameters of your wine cellar
(temperature, lighting, alarms), are adjustable remotely
and at any time, from your smartphone.

SPOTLIGHT ON YOUR WINES
Highlight your bottles thanks to its integrated lighting
system under the shelves. This system allows you to light
up your entire wine cellar. Store up to 181 bottles on its 5
wooden shelves; removable and multi-format, they are
specially designed to accommodate several types of
bottles (Alsacienne, Bourgogne, Champenoise) and adapt
to your needs (3 shelves bottle to neck loading + 2 shelves
horizontal loading). 

AGING CELLAR COMMITMENTS
The APOGEE190DZ aging cellar reproduces the storage
conditions of a natural cellar: Temperature controlled by an
electronic thermometer; Filtration and aeration system
(activated carbon filter); Hygrometry controlled between 50
and 80%; Protection against light and anti-vibration system
guarantee the good aging of your bottles.
 

Our products are manufactured in compliance with European environmental
rules. Especially, refrigerant fluid (R600a) doesn’t reject neither CFC nor HFC
and respect environment.

Energy consumption is calculated based on the result obtained for 24h in
standard test conditions. The actual energy consumption depends on the
conditions of use and location of the device.
This equipment is designed to be used in an ambient temperature between
Néant.
This appliance is intended to be used exclusively for the storage of wine.

Alcohol abuse is dangerous for health, please consume in moderation.

*Capacity given as an indication with 75cl Bordeaux traditional type bottles
and measured with shelves. Adding shelves reduce considerably the total
capacity.
**Thanks to the Vinotag® application, benefit from a digital register of your
wine cellar and be alerted of the peak dates of your wines. In partnership with
Vivino, scan your bottle to access its pre-filled wine sheet.



APOGEE190DZ
Double zone ageing and service temperature wine cellar
Prestige range

> EQUIPMENTS INCLUDED

2 semi-sliding wooden shelve, horizontal position 

3 semi-sliding wooden shelve, head to tail position 

2 adjustable feet (height 0.8 cm)

2 wheels

1 active charcoal filter

Anti-vibration system

> TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Energy class: F

Annual electrical consumption: 122 kWh

Climatic class: ST

Noise level: 39 dB

Voltage: 220-240 V

Power input: 120 W

Category: 2 - Wine cellar

Type of gas: R600a

> SAFETY

: maintains the required temperature ofWinter system
your cellar in case of any ambient temperature drop,
ideal during winter

notify you when yourVisual and audible alarms: 
attention is required

> VINOTAG® APPLICATION
Free wine cellar management application. Access a
virtual representation of your wine cellar and a
detailed inventory of its contents.

> COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

FCA09 Carbon filter (Réf. FCA09)

Fixed wooden shelf head to tail presentation (Réf.
CLAPOGEE1)

Fixed wooden shelf horizontal presentation (Réf.
CLAPOGEE2)

Fixed wooden presentation shelf (Réf.
CLAPREAPOGEE)

> LOGISTIC DATAS

Gross dimensions (WxDxH cm) :  59,7 x 64 x 180,5

Net dimensions (WxDxH cm) :  55,5 x 58 x 177

Gross weight (kg) :  77.00

Net weight (kg) :  73.00

Full truck (pcs) :  0

Container (pcs) 20'   :  0

40'   :  0

40' HC   :  94
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